
NRS Chinook Fishing PFD Angler Buoyancy 
Aid

NRS

Product number: NRS-C-PFD

World's best-selling buoyancy aid for kayak anglers.

179,95 € * 179,95 €

NRS Chinook Fishing PFD Angler Flotation Device

Discover a new level of comfort and safety on the water with the NRS Chinook Fishing PFD angler 
buoyancy aid. As our best-selling flotation device, it has been designed and continually improved with 
valuable reviews from anglers worldwide. The NRS Chinook features a newly designed pocket system that 
makes your fishing safer and more efficient.

Premium quality and comfort

The NRS Chinook PFD, a medium sized fishing kayak vest, is certified to EN ISO 12402-5 for the highest 
level of safety. Thanks to the front zip, it can be put on quickly, while the six adjustment points guarantee a 
customised fit. The PlushFit™ foam padding and the high backrest ensure extreme comfort, whether you are 
sitting on a raft or kayak seat. For extra ventilation on hot days, the mesh fabric in the lower back area.

Practical features for the angler

Because of the two large clamshell pockets designed specifically for fishing boxes, the angler vest offers 
plenty of storage space. It has an updated interior layout based on feedback from anglers. Another external 
pocket on the right side gives you quick access to your gear. Furthermore, a fifth pocket with tool holder has 
been integrated to give you quick access to pliers, line cutters or other fishing utensils and closes securely 
with a Velcro fastener. Additional features such as the rod holder, strobe attachment, reflective accents and 
knife loop provide further features to make your fishing adventures more enjoyable and safer.



Specifications

CE/ISO rating: Certified in accordance with CE EN 393
Weight: 907 g
Profile: Medium
Design buoyancy: 16.5 lbs.
Outer material: 400-denier ripstop nylon
Entry system: Front zip
Pockets: 3 - front
Flaps: 1 - front
Adjustment system: 4 - side, 2 - shoulder
Features: Rod holder loop, attachment point for strobe, reflective accents, tab for knife, pockets with 
internal organisation, shoulder strap holders.

This buoyancy aid isn't a life saver. To survive, you need to be able to swim. This buoyancy aid is just 
a swimming support. Level 50 PFD - ISO 12402-5 Swimmers only, sheltered waters, help at hand, 
limited protection against drowning, not a life jacket.

The NRS Chinook Fishing PFD anglers flotation device is the perfect choice for all anglers and paddling 
enthusiasts who want comfort and safety at the highest level. This kayak buoyancy aid vest is not only 
functional and safe, but also a fashionable accessory for your water adventures. See for yourself the quality 
and versatility of the NRS Chinook and experience fishing in a whole new way!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

